The*vapor pressure isotope effect in the rare gases, 2 neon, argon, and krypton, has been used to determine <V U>, mean Laplacian of the intermolecular potential, as a function of temperature in the rare gas solids and liquids.
o and the virial pressure, P, 00 3P/n= i . 2un | r 3 3 dUirl g(r)dr> (2) 3, n, and g(r) are (kT) the number density, and the radial distribution function respectively. The mean square 3 2 force, <F >, is related to the Laplacian of the intermolecular potential by 2 2 <F > = kT <V U> Liquid pressures are very sensitive to the collision diameter, a; the internal energy is most sensitive to the potential well depth, e. The isotope separation factor is a very sensitive probe of the steeply repulsive part of the potential. The regions of the intermolecular potential that contribute to 2 the pressure, energy and <V U> are shown in Fig. 1 . In the remainder of this paper, we shall be mainly concerned with the measurement of the isotope separation factor and vapor pressure ratio and the information about the potential that may be obtained from them.
The experimental quantities P'/P and a = (N'/N)g/(N'/N)
give directly the ratio of the reduced partition function ratio in the condensed phase to that in the ideal gas, fc/fg, by the relations 
For a monatomic substance with small quantum effects 1,4,5
and
m' and m are the atomic masses of the light and heavy isotope;
For a harmonic lattice
In fc fg
where V 0 ±' if the 2j'th moment of the frequency distribution. Lennard-Jones potential with e and a derived from the equation of state of the gas. These results differ in a fundamental way from the heat capacity value of 63° K as a result ) of the anharmonicity of the lattice vibrations. An interesting finding in the neon work was the sharp discontinuity in <v2u> at the melting point. To study the change in <V^u> on melting quantitatively and to follow its behavior to the critical point, where the separation factor must vanish, the studies were extended to the rare gases Ar and Kr. The results on argon are the most extensive; the behavior of all three rare gases, Ne, Ar, and Kr, will be discussed with reference to the argon data. Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of In(fc/fg) for Ar in the solid and the low temperature liquid. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the separation factor from the triple point to the 12 critical temperature.
Results similar to those shown in 13 Table I . The fact that the experimental value is significantly lower shows the important contribution made by the interactions of atoms at a distance less than the first maximum in the radial . 2 distribution function to <V U> in the liquid. A statistical approach which averages over all configurations of the liquid 15 is the "significant structure theory".
It leads to the relation The temperature dependence of lna, the separation factor, is conveniently made through a correlation with the density difference, p -p , between the liquid and the gas along the equilibrium saturation line from the triple point to 12 2 the critical point. Below 130° K it is found that T lna 2 for Ar is linear in p -p . Below 130° K both <V U>_ and p c g g g 2 are individually small compared with <V U> and p , respectively. Inasmuch as the integral in Eq. (7) is fairly insensitive to 2 temperature, T lna will be linear in (p -p ) between 2 84 -130° K. T lna has the familiar non-classical approach 2 to the critical point. We define an index, b for T lna , analogous to the 3 index associated with Ap , by 
where r* = r/a (for the L-J potential we use the characteristic 2 length a). V*<V U*> is equal to 96TTC, the dimensionless quan Contrary to the excellent agreement that is obtained 2 between values of <V U>, E, and P of liquid argon from a two body L-J (12-6) potential derived from gas data and experiment, 31 no such agreement is found for krypton. Mandel has found that the thermodynamic data on liquid krypton require a much -18 5 steeper repulsive two body potential (r * ) than argon. The parameters associated with such a potential lead to very poor corresponding states plots for argon and krypton. The fact that the best fit for <vU>and other properties of solid argon is obtained with a 13-6 rather than a 12-6 potential, which gives a better fit to the liquid data than does a 13-6 potential,
shows that neither of these effective two body potentials is correct. They are useful working approximations. 
